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I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate aim of investigations of

carbons and graphites is the complete

understanding of the dependence of their

properties on their structure' and the

clarification of the nature of the forces and

of the mechanisms involved in their forma-

tion. When and if this goal is attained, the

manufacturers' task of preparation of

carbons with well-defined properties for dif-

ferent, uses will be greatly simplified. At

present there seem to be two main areas

rvhere answers have to be obtained: One is

the dependence of the final microstructure

on the startinq organic material and the

ieát-treatment procedures, and the relation
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The dependence of different physical properties of carbons and polycrystalline graphites upon

the porosity introduced in the m¿nufacturing process is analyzed. The apparent (bulk) densit'y,

d, oi the material is a function of two variables: the density of the coke filler, do (mass of filler

per unit volume of bulk material), and the density of the binder coke, (d - do). Making a num-

Ler of simplifying assumptions as to the distribution of the binder coke and as to the statistics

of the intérparticle contacts, the following relations are derived: For the moduli of elasticity,

rigidit¡r aná volume expansion, E : Eod,o'(d - d6); for the mechanical strength, $ : $oiov

fl  -  i r¡ ;  and for the electr ic and heat conductivi t ies , l /p :  ( l /B)df(d - d')t .  I t  is shown that

the exponents must satisfy the relations r : z I á and y) e. The coefficients -E¡, S¡ and 1/B are

p.opo.tional to the respeclive values for the dense material; S6 is inversely proportional to some

i.r"tionrl power of the radius of coke particles. Adaptation of the formulas to cases of dif-

ferent bináer-coke types, coke particles 'n'ith internal porosity, non-equiaxed particles and

mixture of particles of two sizes are discussed. It is further sho$-n that the formul¿s derived

make possiúle an analysis of a carbon from which information can be obtained as to the formula-

tion oi the original mix. The method is illustrated by using data obtained by K' Hong on the

elastic modulus and electric resistivity for a batch of extruded baked carbon rods, for which

i t i s found E:4X lg r r  (d  -  1 .26)  dynes /cmzand l /p2 :2  X  105 (d  -  1 .28)  mho2/cm2.  A  con-

sideration of the limitations imposed on the relative values of do and (d - do) by the manufac-

turing process (compression of the green mix) leads to predictions as to the optimum condi-

tions for the mechanical strength, elastic moduli and conductivities.

betrveen the microstructure and the different
physical and chemical properties of the
material. As can be seen for instance from
ílii, .rrolr.n", studies are being pursued in

this direction. The second area coYers the
problems of the dependence of the properties

-o! the final matéiial on the formulation of

the mix, that is, on the relative amounts of

binder and filler, particle sizes used and

their shapes, and finally on the processing
procedures like extrusion, molding and so

forth. l{o fundamental work has been done

in this field, the existing information being

mostly of an emPirical nature.

-M.-o$ of the physical properties &re

strongly dependent on the porosity of the
-material. 

In ihe case of carbons one finds

t¡vo iiiÁtinctive types of porosity. One is of a
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yery fine type, composed of small inter-
crystalline spaces mostly formed in cooling
and due to the extreme anisotropy of single
crystallites. This is the unavoidable micro-
porosity, r'hich depends on the type of
microcrystalline structure and actually has
to be considered a part of microstructurel.

ly', The other porosity is of a much coarser
' -' lype; in cokes it consists of bubbles formed

during setting, rvith a rvide size distribution
depending on the conditions prevailing at
that time. In manufactured carbon nra-
terials, a macroporosity is due to the
method of preparation and is quite uniform
throughout the material. }l[g¡sL...o-f the
physical properties dWglq_go_ rtjglg|y-- o"
this porositv. that a more precise comnarison-
_€-.tle.. f'ep]_p_{qp_e-{!iqs "qf,. {o¡ i4qlaaqe, two
different cArbons .is- pls¡ible- only if both

lA:b-o_!S Atg_-n?dg ¡!!h,.exact_ly the same

!yp.g. .pf .p-stosity (this .is in .general very
d!ffisuh, if not" impos¡ible). Some authors
have tried to circumvent this difficulty and
reduce their data by multiplying them by
the ratio of the apparent to the real densities
(this ratio is equal to the effectiye cross
section of the material) or by some rvhole or
fractional power thereof. Among American
manufacturers, there is a widely-used
empirical formula Ubish_--.p,late¡..!hA! lhg
e!99üiCA!..994dqctiyi!y of a carbon is pro-
p.-o{io¡al--Ug--!he- cu.be of the apparent

f f - ! - * ' - -

7 density. In Great Britain, a corresponding
,  /  - ' - -  Yt ro"'irr p"lt-r lqr"-;tFjlainó&.-AétüáIly,

r-l*"i"ü otiüi. t i"¿ can be correct, since
the physical properties do not depend on the
amount of porosity only; equally important
factors are thg sh ape-of *the " poreü.aud" thCif
{iptfll¿utiqn,.neither of which is consfderefl

lg'pUqh an expression. The general problem
of the influence of porosity on physical
properties is a complicated one; as has been

1 S. N{rozol.ski,  This volume, page 31.
'  G. H. Kinchin, Proc. Ro1.. Soc. (London)

A217,  p .9  (1e53) .

sholvn recently by Kerner3, it can be solved
in principle. Horvever, great mathematical
difficulties are met when a specific applica-
tion is attempted.

The aim of this paper is to consider a
simplifred model of a porous material rvhich
has approximately the type of porosity met
in carbons, and uüich is so simple that it
can be treated by elementary mathematics.
The starting point is the observation that
carbons as manufactured are essentially
trvo-component systems: They are composed
of the filler coke (amount per unit volume
do) and the binder coke (amount, per unit
volume O - do).These two quantities 'rvill

be the two main variables used throughout
the paper. In Part II a simplified model of a
filler made of spheres is considered; it is
sho'w'n in Part III horv this and other
special assumptions can be dropped and the
formulas generalized for other less spe-
cialized cases. Part IV-A contains a dis-
cussion of application of the formulas to a
study of the composition of an unknown
carbon and some corresponding experi-
mental results are reported. Finally, in
Part IV-B, the limitations of the standard
method of preparation of carbons are con-
sidered from the point of vielv of the
established relationships.

It has bee-q*mgnfinued-b¡r-ühp-asthor in q
p1ettgul*p.'?pe11 -t"l{..tne interaction of the
¡inder -.ylth, the, -f, il¡i--daüi-'npt hé- limited

"tgjgp"!.a 
relation 9f .gomponents in a me-

ehanical mixture, but that the binder miEht-  . - é
lgg-etüataJbe p¿¡liqles ¿4d gs. a .resu-lt alter
their stlU'c"!-u_re, Ttus v"iew ulaq p.r.o+p!.ed by
some earlier exoerimental results of the
- - r - - -  . , ' - r - ^  * .  . á .  - - -  -

.ffi@"qgq-fnds support in more recent ones
by .Qollifrsl. Such an intéractión répresents
a typical cross-problem betrveen the two
broad areas of research mentioned in the

3 E. H. Kerner. Reports to the U. S. Atomic
Energl. Commiss,ion NYO 6105 (Jan. 12,1955) and
NYO 7151 (Oct. 15, 1955).

4 F. M. Coll ins, This volume, page 177.
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beginning of the introduction. Another
cross-problem is the influence of grinding

and particle size on the grorvth of the micro-
structure in the heat-treatment processs.

Sur:h cross effects are in most cases of a

secondary importance and rvill not be con-

sidered in this paper. In cases, holever,
'w'here they are not of a secondary, but of a
primary importance, as for instance in the
case of the thermal expansiona, the pre-

dictions of the simplified model do not seem

to agree with observations. It is possible

that a consideration of the internal stresses
in the model might bring some clarification
of these special cases.

II. SIMPLD MODEI, OF .\ POROUS CARBON

A. Elastic Constants

In order to derir.e the dependence of the
elastic modulus of a carbon with apparent

density d, on the amount of filler per unit
-iolutre 

;; and of the binder coke per unit

volume d - do, it rvill be assumed that all
particles are round and are of the same size,
and that they are uniformly coated with

binder in the mixing process. The thickness
of the binder laver e' can be calculated from

the relation

t  " l( ,  * . ' ) ' '  -  rtkto/t nr 'dn: lr/no (1)

rvhere r is the radius and do the density of

the material of the particles, d3 the density
of the fluid binder and Itr¡ the binder pro-
portion used in the mix (trf/ parts by rveight
of binder per 100 parts by rveight of the
filler). It will be assumed that the density of
the particles and that of the binder after it
has been coked is as high as can be obtained
considering the !¡¡iiJ¿qidable. micropo-rosjty ;
that.is, equal to d. This density is con-
siderably lorver than the real density d, of
the earbon eryslall i tes'. When the binder is
coked, the thickness of the binder coke layer

Frc. 1. Diagram showing the t'idth 2a of a
binder-coke bridge connecting two particles of
f i l ler.

decreases from e' to e, and e is given by the

relation similar to (1)

[(r * .)' -r']/r' : qW /too : (d -do) / doe)

where 4 is the coke yield of the binder. The
decrease in the thickness is due to trvo
factors: d,o + dp and 4 ( 1. For a practical
case of 30 parts binder ard a 60% yield, one
flnds from (2) , - 0.06r, that is a quite

thin binder-eoke layer surrounding the
particle. In the following, higher order terms
in e/r will be neglected, and the correspond-
ing corrections originating from this ap-
proximation rvill be discussed later.

When the green mix is extruded or
molded, particles get into direct contact;
with the release of pressure, the mix expands
due to elasticity of the particles. In baking,
the particles support each other until the
binder is solidified. It seems therefore
reasonable to assume that the particles
remain ahvays in direct contact6 in a
clñon and that they are linked bv bridges
of coked binder, as shorvn schematically in
Fig. 1. The width of the bridge (radius o),

e Actuall)' it has been found experimentally

by thé ii;iít-ef thát,'¿lüé to shrinkage of the binder,

coke particles in the baked state are being com-
pressed r.ilh forces ranging up to several hundred

lbs/ inch' .  These'resul ts wi l l  be publ ished at  a
later  d¿te.

l-/

ó Such effects u'ere c.rbservcd b¡
and H. T. Pinni<rk (unpublished).
page 196.

S. N{rozor,vski
See footnote 1,
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taking
e i s

a : l¡ ¡ ,¡z - ,z - 1/zre -

{a,@ - a,)/wo
(3)

When trvo particles connected by a narrorv
bridge (lorv binder content) are subjected to
a tensile or compressive stress along the line
conneeting their centers-a change in length
rvill occur, due primarily to the strains de-
velo.ped in and around the bridge. The dis-
tance betlveen the centers of the trvo
particles can be divided into tlvo parts: 'Ihe

length of the bridge,2/r (u'here/is a fraction
of the order of f), and the rest of the dis-
lance, 2r(L - /). A compressive or tensile
force ,É' rvill create a total change in length
(t/E)(F/rr')2r (l - /) in the parricle, and
a change in length (l/E)(F/ra')2/r in the
bridge lvhere -E is the elastic modulus of the
material rvith density d. The ratio
of these trvo quantities is proportional to
(o/r)'U - D/f , which is small as long as
a (1. r. I'qr !!9 lime being, it 'lvill be assumed

lbat_.tjr_g gbq"gg in length is entirely due to

_lJie-es4prg-ssion of the bridges, although for
larger binder proportions the contribution of
the remaining part of the particles must be
considered (see below).

In a solid carbon each particle is con-
nected by bridges with a number of neigh-
bors. This number of contacts per particle is
a function of the type of packing. For a
close-packed arrangement, every párticle
rests on three others, this means there are
three bridges per particle to be compressed.
For a less dense arrangement of particles,
the average number of contacts is smaller.

_In_a simple cubic arrangement each particle
presses head-on on one other particle. In the
general case each of the contacts is com-

$ressed by different forces. The head-on
iontacts are the most contributing ones,
because they are compressed the most, and
because the compression occurs in the
direction of eompression of the piece; lateral

PROCEEDINGS OF THE C0NFI 'RDNCES ON C. {RBON

(2) and neglecting higher orders in

(

contacts are completely ineffective ones
(it is assumed here that there are no shears;
shears will be considered further belorv).
For a disordered arrangement of particles
one has to define an average effectivenumber
of contacts, n, rvhich rvill include an aver
aging over the decomposed stresses and
over the contributions from each bridge.
The calculation of 'n is a very difficult
statistical problem, the solution of which rvill
not be attempted here. It is clear, holever,
that n is primarily a function of the density
of packing. As a rough approximation it
n'ill be assumed that

n : P(do/d)P (+)

rvhere p is an unknown exponent and B is a
constant. By considering the simple cubic
and the close-packed arrangements, one eall
convince onself that for the densities found
in experiments, p must be greater than 1,
may be as large as 2, and B is correspond-
ingly of the order of 4.

When a unit cube of the carbon rnaterial is
compressed by a pair of forces P, the re-
q,ulting change in length is due to the sum of
the bridge compressions. The average dis-
tance betrveen contacts in one partiele in the
direction of the compression is about equal
Lo $r. Actually this distance is slightl¡'
variable with density of packing, slightlv
increasing when the density decreases. One
can, by a similar reasoning as above, rvrite an
approximate expression

h :  ( f t ) r .y@/a)"  (5)

rvhere i ( l and q 1I. What is actuall¡ '
being done here is that most of the pa-
rameters which are difficult or impossible to
calculate exactly for this problem are
lumped together into the formulas (-1) and
(5). Dividing the lerrgth of the cube by ñ
one finds the number of particle layers. If
the total number of particles in the cube is
l[, then there rvill be M : .lúñ particles in
one layer. The total relative change in
length of the cube is consequently
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Frc. 2. Schematic diagram of the dependence

of the elast ic modulus Z on the f i l ler densit¡ 'd¡

and the binder-coke content d - do. System of

lines for low binder contents is given according

to l lq. (6). Thick broken l ine is the l imit ing curve

for the highest E obt¿linable ¿rt different apparent

densit ies d.

LL 2. f r  , .  P/ l {h . ,  I
- ' - -  I  - X ; ,
L E n n a ' n

and rroting that ($)r'r3//cl : do, the ap-

parent elastic (Young's) modulus is

binder-coke corrtent, Irr Fig. 2, E is plotted

ilfurtctiorl of the apparerrt density d'

Since (6) rvas derived assuming a low binder

content, straight lines are not extendec

beyond binder coke contelts (d - do) -

0.3 to 0.4. All the curves should tend for

higher d's torvard the value E lor d -- á,

since for the binder filling all pores no dif-

ferentiation according to different do should

be noticeable (assuming a perfect bond

betrveen the binder and particles; see Sec'

III A). Corresponding light broken cur\¡es

are drawn in Fig. 2. It is easy to see that the

elastic constant for a carbon of density-d

can have any value betrveen 0 and -O'

(d/á), depending on the shape and dis-

tribution of pores. Jlrq highest value of 
. 
'E

rvill be obtained 'rvherr the pores are rn-

-[+i!S- -cyfr¡ders parallel to the direction of

ffi' stress, Any variation in the cross

section of these cylinders rvill lead to stress

coucentrations, hence to an increased change

in length and thus to a decrease in the ap-

parent modulus .&. For the type of porosity

assumed in this section the maximum values

of. E are given by the heavy broken curve-

this is a limiting curve rvhich probably

corresponds to about spherical pores dis-

tributed at random as far as long ratlge

order is concerned but not as far as neighbors

are concerned (distribution similar to dis-

tribution of atoms in an amorphous sub-

stance like glass). \¡alues below this cun'e

are obtained ¡'heu local constrictions are

present.
It is quite remarkable that experimerlts

yield straight lines of the type (6) up to

quite high binder proportions (see Part

IV). Equation (6) holds over a n'ider range

of (d - do) than the original assumptions

u'ould lead oue to expect, due to a fortuuate

. compensation of corrections' First, the

rvidth of the bridges increases rvith (d - do)

more slorvly than according to (3), rrhen

higher order,terms in ef r are not neglected

(córrection 1). On the other hand, the

interfering presence of neighbors (rlumber

E :4-  ! - t 'E = .¿{ ' rn{r t  -  , to¡  :" 9 'f flr+n-:'t

, , ¡  /do\ ' /o  
-  , . \  :  sn¿¡, ( r t  -  r ln)  

(o)

u ' \á i  \  ;  )
uüere ¿ : p - 2qis of thc order of about 1'

p - 1 and. Eo - E (sinrle 0 - 1, 7 - 0'8,

.f - I/3.5, A - D. Due to fluctuations in

the distribution of particles the actual value

of Eo might be somen'hat lorver than

E(p -3 ) .
The apparent elastic modulus E is in-

dependent of the particle size. This is as

l,as to be expected, ber:ause for a porous

substance such a physi c'a-l- prope¡ty. q!-rpqf d

iot-ffiññ- ó'i- th" afsolg-lg. d.imensign¡ of
-il[[!.qgs, 

but on ly.. on- their shape, distri-

-!u!jpn'aad total volume, provided that-the
p!¡'¡tg1L.-pjop 9$v i s dq!e¡-ur-!a-e-$ - f o{ "pie-ce"
large in eomparisou to thq size of pgref:

f-ne 
-lormüta-(ti) 

gives important irrf'orma-

tion: -ll is- _diry9-tl¡r proportional to the
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Frc. 3. I)iagram showing the type of deforma-
tions occurring in the carbon under compressive
stress which contribute to the apparent value of
the Poisson ratio.

of contacts) makes the thickness of the
binder layer increase faster than given by
(2) (correction 2). Furthermore, for higher
binder proportions the contribution of the
changes in length of the particles them-
selves (their part 2r(I - /)) cannot be
neglected (correction 3). A more detailed
consideration of these three corrections
shorvs that 1 and 3 balance about correction
2 for not-tooJarge binder contents.

In this rvhole discussion shearing de-
formations rvere not considered. Deforma-
tions of the kind given in Fig. 3 are probably
very common; shears and eompressions
occur at the same time. A consideration of
shears'rvill lead to the same type of relatiorr-
ship (6) because -displacemq_!-lF*_rvill._he.

_aeain prooortioMl !g_ thq"J.e-nglh.-o{.lhe

lridges and inl'ersely proportional to their
cross sectional areas. The constant Eo
hou'everrvill not be just proportional to
.Ú, but will involve, in addition to -8, the
modulus of rigidity d (inverse -86 equal to
some sum involving the inverse E and in-
verse d). As a result Zo will be lorver than
the previously estimated value.

From the point of vierv of a single bridge
the mechanism of deformation occurring
in a carbon under shearing stress is very
similar to that under a compressive one.
A formula of the type (6) should apply
therefore for the modulus of rigidity, rvith
a corresponding constant Go . Again in

this case both constants -O and G rvill
be involved in G6, since in each bridge
compressions and shears occur simul-
taneously. Furthermore, shears will con-
tribute also in the case of dilations. For

j " Sy.lic or elose-packed arlangement of
spheres-there rvill be no shear stresses in
the bridges. But, rvhen a disordered ar-
rangement of particles is subjected to a
uniform pressure from all sides, there
will be many bridges sheared. Conse-
quently again the modulus of volume
expansion K wilt have 1o conform to (6)
rvith a constant involving both E and
d. In order to frnd E and C separately at
least trvo independent measurements per-
formed on the same carbon piece rvill be
necessary (for instance E and G), provided
the relative contributions of .E and G
in each case were knorvn from a theoretical
treatment of a corresponding statistical
problem.

It is easy to see that the Poisson ratio
o must be composed of two parts, of which
one is independent of, and the other de-
pendent on, the amount of binder coke.
On one hand, there rvill be a transverse
change in length due to stresses in the
particles: o : - (AL,,/L) /(AL"f L,), wherc
the change of length AL,/L, : -(a/E)

(P/Mrr'z) occurs due to the presence of
the stress throughout the central cross
section of the spheres, and LL"/L,
(zfr/E)(P/Mn"a'¡1t|h¡ occurs due to the
compression and shears of bridges. Sub-
stituting both expressions one finds

o, : (a/2fr)(nhar/rr)
: (+aBy/g.fde'q)dop-q ,(d _ ¿i.

On the other hand, deforrnations of the
type Fig. 3 give a contribution o" lr.hich
is independent of the l¡inder-coke content
because AL'/L, and A,L,f L, both depend
on X[ntra2 iru the same way, Howeyer, o"
depends on do and is smaller for higher
filler-densities d,o (less open structures).



Consequently the Poisson ratio is in the
first approximation

a : u,.d.o-q 
'@ - aú i o"(di Q)

All three moduli E, G and K tend to

zero rvhen the binder content decreases to
zero; this is as it should be in view of the
n'ell-knorvn relations K : E/3(l - 2o)

and G : E/z(l f r). One can see that

all three rvill be strictly proportional to
(d, - do) as long as the variation in r can

be neglected. Essentially, the part of o

variable with d - do is a second order
quantity, of the same t5,pe as the correc-

tions occurring at higher binder-coke con-

tents, and causing deviations from the line-

arity required by eq (6).

The formula (6) is expected to hold for

static deformations as rvell as for time

dependent ones, as long as the wavelength

of the wave is much longer than the di-

mensions of coke particles.

B. ll[echanical Strength ond Creep

Whe*rr a carbon yields under stress, the
p;** 

"r ¡adllig-t'us to ógcu!1-.t!é.
bridges,. because there the ptrg¡s-glar_g !h9

-hiChg,Et Consequently 'when one wants to
estimate the rate of creep and plastic
flow at high temperatures, for the dense
carbon material, one hAs to-Setrsider-lb¿i
the stresses in the bridses are hieher tharr

' ' , r  - *  _ - . . ' f ' t  
, r

the applied-óne in the ratio lf Mnra' and
the dgforhutiórr" are higher .than.-tbe-
-"u.nñ¿ one by a factor 1//. Thus in
order t"ó compare different carbons, knowl-
edge of the binder-coke proportion is
necessary.

4-*brcuk occurq- _e591lgqi1,.e!y lhroush*.the
hlldgt. Consequently the fracture stress S
has to be proportional to the area of the
break, that i., to Mntra2. Substituting
the values from (3), (4) and (5) one finds

201

The particle size does not appear in this
relation, because it has been assumed that
all the bridges are under equal stress and
are equally strong. Thus the strength is
proportional to the total area being sepa_
rated irrespective of the area,s subdivision
into islands of different cross sections. For

_a__pe$eS! .qggular -latticg;lifrq a.ra.rge-=ñT-
-of,gq1ticles,. the strength will be very high;
li.-rvill be considerably lorvered bv ihe
presence of faults in the structure. On the
other hand, in a disordered arrangemenl,
of particles as is obtained in extrusion or
molding, there is no need to look for localized
faults in the structure since there are faults
everyr,vhere throughout the material. After
all, due to the disordered character of the
distribution, there are fluctuations in the
numbers of bridges per unit cross section
of the material. The average deviation in
number of contacts per unit cross-sectional
area is A@ñ \/M", therefore the
local stresses deviate in average by ¿7 :
P(Mn - AM")-' - p(Mn)-t -. (p/Mn)
(tnlta/Un), and sinee F : P/Mn, the
relative deviation ¿F/F 1/{M" c
(rt ¡do"*o-osr; is proportional to the size
of the particles. The spread of the devia_
tions so obtained is much too high, be_
cause the contacts are not statistically
independent and the fluctuations in their
numbers are strongly restricted by particle
interferences. This is another statistical
problem, a very difficult one, of which no
solution will be attempted here. If one
assumes, however, that the actual spread
is proportional to some kind of function
of the same ratio (r'/d,ot*'-o), and considers
the maximum deviation AF/F which rvith
almost certainty will be existing in a piece
of given dimensions, one will find that the
actual strength S.[1 (LF/F)] is also
a function of this variable. If, in a restricted
range, it is, approximated by a factor
doÍ+p-')" /r28, where s is some unknorvn ex-
ponent, then

PHYSICAI, PR,OPERTIES AND FORMUI,ATION OF THE MIX

s -#di-o(d, - do) (8)
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pected yarue of y is about á(i + +) + á":- :;.Jt"l fil':?:t'lñ ;"H:1",?;:"i_ür,$"_,
1.8' Experiments on the strength ot t?L ;;i;;, 

".,r"n 
in the t"ry ,r"tt-g*p-tÍ--f

bons, each carbon made from partieles 
i¡lám;A, 

'tfr" 
..V.iuiiit" ,ir" f still i

of a different size,'ivill yield the 
"*lo""",,.:j f$y;irñ,'"an j; amp"¡*;i;'3n"'¡'i;" o¡ I

;,;*"L,:f ":",'"llü"f T.T""ii:11"T':i'Hffi *;'*:,*5r';
;ü11,l";'1il?'" 

the estimate or tne 
;x :ffi""ffi1*¿"ltlfiitt*':*l:

It is rvell knorvn that for carbons
crushing strength is much higher ,n," iili ilTTl illr'i:'[""1|rll3",::t ,1L",1'?;
tensile strength.__Thi¡ is undoubtedly due il i"f"- iit" consideration when the two
to the fact that in crushing, local failure 

;il;;i"t** ur" .o^pur"d.
of a bridge might lead to a displacement 

-"*f,; 

"'";il 
current is florving through

of a particle into a nerv position in contac,t 
" 

b;; 
"f 

; ,rorr.rrrifor- cross section, the
ryil\ ilg neighbors in r'vhich it might still ;"J.r"r.; .r""* be simply calculated
support some stress; consequently a local 

,"irh;;-."ü"* t,rr" differential equation
failure does not ahvays lead to a large 

i".itr" ¿iritr¡"iio" of the electric potential
increase of the stress on the neighboring 

ñ;";;h"J it 
" 

-ut"rlut. It has been shorvn, ¡
particles and to an avalanche type failure. ;;r;;"*,'*ui-*fr"n there is or-,ly orr" 

""rí.;It is therefore to be expected that the 
ilo[_;";rri.rio' present the resish;ce (

exponent E should be slightly higher than 
;f ,ñ ;"d" ; almost exclusively due to ,'

the one for the te'sile stress case' and 
ir." r".iriur." to th" flo'r, through this

the difference rvould be representative of 
;;;.fi;;;iim is the so_called spreading

the statistical mending collaboration .of ;;i.;r;;;, ."frl.¡ fo. a circular constriction
particles not present i. case of tensile 

;i;;i,^; i. 
"q"ur 

ñ p/ra rvhere p- is the
stress.

Finaily it shourd be remarked that since i'lsiitivitl :j .tn" 
dense material' rf the

pámr¿tr"-{"e{rffi$iio$r.:!d&L lT9:1 
':l::::.is rorv' the widths of the

@-gg!!ents, 
' ;;r bridges between the particles are 

.t::]l
rection of type 3 (from IIA) is not present (o.,ÍÍ t) and the resistance.of a carbon piece I

in this case and consequently the relation will be. due to the spreading resistances in I

(9) is not expected to hold ,p to u. niütt the bridges'...Th" total resistance p of a 
'

binder-coke contents as relation (6). The unit cube will be equal to the resistance of

curve for strength should, after a linear each bridge multiplied by the number of

portion, start gradually curving upu'ard. bridges connected in series (number of

c. Ftow proTterties lffiT"1j:j'.",:: yJí*,1"1'ü#':T#;
The flow of electric current and the florv Consequently using (á), (+) and (5)

of heat through a solid are governed by

the same type of differential equation. z See the book by R. Holm, Electrictl Contarts,
This means that if for one of the con- Almquist andWiksells, Uppsala (1946).

)

t
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I'ORMLILATION OF THE MIX

Frc. 4. System rf l ; ;" .  corresponding ," ;u.
(11) w'ith their envelope. The thick broken line
is the limiting curve for the highest l/p2 obtain-
able at different apparent densities d for a binder
coke identical with the filler coke.

manufacturers try to get the best products
for each density thus corresponding closely
to the envelope of the system of lines. It
seems, horvever, that they find more
difficulty in obtaining the optimum at
lorver densities. Anyway, the considerations
given above represent a partial vindicatiorr
of the empirical rule still used by a number
of manufacturers.

At high binder-coke contents, similar
to the case of the elastic moduli, the straight
Iine relationship (11) extends to quite
high proportions due to a similar compensa_
tion of corrections. With . j.a_c¡99qitrS- b_+dg_
. c orlten t e,nd d errgpFg. .-gJ *S".g.-:e*gdi,qg
jSgúqlS.A*llg rysqlatcg.-of .the pár!&!-es
J1o_!S9!*Lrú9--plgX; the formulu p : p/ra
loses its validity rncl-thé-resl.iáii.ó of-tñ"

-paúrcl€J-ridcssy,s-t-enrdeci*au"urlrorcslowlv
y{h jry-fqlse of a than according to the
tof!_ogla. Again as in IIA by more detailed
considerations one can convince oneself
that this correction, n'ith the correction for
higher order terms in e, helps to balance
the effect of interference of neighboring

203

r/h
P :unn @Jdila-wai

B
(10)

:  
d t t d_ñ

and rvhere c.,, B and ¿ are constants and
r : L + p - 2q. For the values of co-
efficients previously taken, c¿ - 0.85 and
r - g; probably ¿o is somervhat smaller,
maybe about 0.3, because the bridges are
not circular. Irrespective of the exact
values of the exponents p and. q, the model
predicts lhat r : i + a, a prediction

1 rvhich can be checked experimentally.

\ ag3!1lll!-o).gl_l+J"),, the resulr is inde-
I pendent_ql[*tbe-_pj¿e" of the páiJn'ild:"fTiF-
\ is to be expected from general similarity

considerations, but it will hold only so
long as all, even the largest particles are
dense.

When. J/p' is plotted against apparent
density, strailhl lines should.be ébtá,inéil

t/p' : (r/B\dor'(d _ do) (11)

A system of such straight lines is very
similar to that shown in Fig. 2; the limiting
heavy broken curve, holvever, .will have
more curvature than in the case of the
elastic modulus. A good idea of the nature
of the limiting curve can be obtained from
the envelope of the system of lines (11)
(See Fig.4). If the equation of the envelope
is l/p2 : f(d,), its value for a particular d
is given by the maximum value of (11)
for any d6, so

for d : do(2r * 1)/2e. Since the slope of
the tangent to the envelope must be equal
to the slope of (11),

(d/aü.Í@ : (rf B,)d,,, n ¿2,,

and,f(d) o d"tt. Consequently,r: $ cor-
responds to a relationship p q. l/d2._ _-=_Z_
!o p_.T I/d.:'. The empirical iule p x !/fl3
originates probably from the fact that

particles (correttion 2).
The p-erq!9*hili.!y-".q1.." carbon ro a fluid I

-florv¿qg !-!rroggh_ t\9.potgrs gh9lld ihów ?n f

p _

TA
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Frc. 5. I)iagrzrm illustrating the tr.vo tvpes o1
fracture occurring through bincler coke bridgcs
The cracks in the binder l¿rr.er due to shrink¿rse
in baking are indicated.

inverse rela,tionship'rvith -_the-_lr.Lal9ryjgke

arld filler conlentq to t glg-t__t"F*glgg_!11..
or heat condrtr'tivity. The constrictions'  

'  - ; - r - - t - -  - - , " ' * - ' " '
rvhich determine thc resistatrce to flou'have
a quite-complicated shape for thc model
here discussed. Unfortunately, e\¡en for
simpler types of constrictions, there are no
formulas n-hich rvould perrnit a derir.ation
of a general relationship as in the cascs of
the physical propertics considered abol'e.
In spite of this drau'hack, the probicm is
r'r.orth looking into.

III. SPECIAL CASES AND RI'FI\1'MI'NT;J

A,. The tr{ature of the Binder

Fig. 4 shows that rvhen the lines (11)

are extrapolated to the dcnsity d : á thc
resistivity found in the limit is higher than
the actual resistivity of the dense matcrial.
This is probably due to the fact that for
increasing binder contents, the actual
curves in Fig. 4 do not cross u'ith each
other but bend uprvards crowding in the
region betr,veen the errvelope and the lirniting
broken curve. l{o¡r' all the equations in
Part II lrere obtained assumiug the binder
forming dense cokc in the bridges and
being rvell bonded to the particlcs. In
experiments, horvever, it is very seldom
that one uses a binder from r.hich the
original filler coke \\'as made; furthermore,
even if such a binder is used, it does not
produce in baking a dense shell around each
particle-a shell rvhich has the satne aver&ge
Iorr' resistivity and high strelgth as the

PROCEITIDINGS OF TIII, CONFI]RENCI]S ON UARBON

O D

Frc.  6.  l ) i .s t r i l rut ion of  f lorv l i r res f  or  t l ie  e lcctr ic

culrent fltxving across ¿r, bindor lrridge (a) n'hen

thc binder coke h¿s the s¿rmc conduct iv i tv  as the
prr t ic lc  cohe, (b)  rvhen thc bincler  coke is  less

conclucl . ive than t i re part ic lc  coke.

particlc coke. 'I'his is because in baking
the l-iinder coke shrinks greatly ancl as &
result thc binder layer becomcs full of
minute cracksJ l,'urthermore, the binder
pight not adherc too l.ell to the surface
of thc particles for the same reasori, and
still less l'eli l'hen thc crystalline structure
of thc biricler coke differs greatly from
the structurc of the filler coke (differences

in thermal expansit-rrr). Lcrt us see ivhat the
modificatiorr of the fonlulas obtained irr
Part II rvill havc to be in order to take care
of these effects.

Fractures might oc:cur either across the
bridge through the binder or along the
surface of thc particle (Fig. 5). Irr either case
the stress necessary must be proportional
to the area of the bridgc. Oorrsequently
formula (9) l'ill hold, but l'ith a coefficient
representing the decrease in strength of the
bridge due to cracks and due to poor
adhcrerrce to t l re  pul t  i r ' lc .  i t r  rontpal ison
to the dense binder-coke rnaterial. 'Ihus

the coeflicient ri'ill alu'ays be srnaller tharr 1.
Similarly a coefincient srnallcr than 1 must
be used in ((i), the deformation of the carbon
lrcing larger than for densc binder material
due to an increased relative mobility of
particles (cracked bridges). I-n. a-4di!iq",
t!g:Sl5-tap-t..8. u:i|l no.,t be exactly equal

ts__t¡a* ela¡tici-t¡ .ef -the .binder material
because of the contribution of the deforma-

.. tions of the particles themselr'es. E l'ill lrc
therefore a mixed const¿nt. In the case of

l

)

I
)
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.!he electrical resistiylt-y_.the. spreading
:  r , "

-reg$Aq-c3...is ..{9-tq"r¡ningd by the r¿dius". of
the cross section of the constriction' Fgr a
binder wiih a hiÉhéi rtisistivity than that
pJ_ {1e_gpr!icle¡, the flow lines will be more
c-rgydgd tou'ard the center (see Fig. 6)

.agd ihg constriction will act as if it would
have a smaller radius; thus an effective
iádiu. óan be introduced rvhich is equal
to the actual one multiplied by a factor
smaller than 1. Equation (10) rvill again
- . .
h,o-t$ gi!! *l"l'_?. So..rtqellgn {?.gt"o,T' 4 bgrlg.
the resistivity of the filler coke. This time,
however. dúterent l lnes \vll l  erossr slnee

for lower do's the curves tend rvith in-

creasing d to lorver l/p'z limits-the situa-

tion will more ciosely correspond to the

one in graph Fig. 11, I'ith the envelope

representing the limiting curve. If the

same kind of filler is used with several

different binders, a relative effectivity

coefficient can be found for each binder

coke and for each heat treatment. Clearly,

such an approach becomes inadequate for

relatively highly-conductive binder cokes,

because of the change in the character of

florv (l i tt le f los' through the partieles).

The sur{ace tension might have a tendency

to lriden the bridges beyond the size

calculated from (3). This effect holvever
'w,ould be noticeable only at very lon'binder

contents, and under these conditions other

effects occur rvhich destroy the agreement

of the theoretical formulas rvith experiment

anyrvay.8

B. Porosity of Particles et' 
' 

,[t^qx-

For each definite tlpe of porosity there

is a corresponding limiting curve on the

graph S vs d (and the other similar graphs

E ard (I/p') vs d) rüich encloses all the

possible values of S. $hen a. coke^.of a

bulk density d is CrgUnp.L -b¡ga\q. o-c.c14

mainly through the large-sized pores; as

8 See the follo'vring

volume, page 217.

d 6

Frc. 7. Diagram i l lustrat ing the gradual in-
crease in density and strength of coke particles
in the process of grinding, starting from a material
of densitv d.

g*{"e¡9l!, the apparent density of the par-

ticles- becomes higher and also the particles

_rg!! :[\g.lori.est values.of S are eliminated.

The particles become smaller and at the

same time more and more homogeneous;

they concentrate in a band (Fig. 7) n'hich

decreases in rvidth, all values tending ton'ard

the limiting value S.
Particles formed by grinding have in

general no definite geometrical shape-

one might inquire if this fact does not
invalidate the formulas of Part II derived

for spherical shapes. One can easily see

that in the derivation of the thickness of

the binder-coke layer, instead of the surface

gL_üS W!gf":**the^ -actual surface of the
p-t'4esrEgq]q b" itt {"".-d; ffi"t aif iñé
Sridges betl.een particles are round, but

again in general only the average total

cross-sectional area of the bridges is of

importance except for the case of the

corrductivities, where, horvever, the con-

striction resistance of a noncircular bridge

can be also estimated (see next section, C).

Going through the formulas of Part II

in detail, one finds that although the

specific values of different coefficients rrill

be changed, the general dependence of the

{
tt t,- - '//

paper bv I l .  J. Seldin, this
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physical properties on d and do will not be
modified. It will be shown below that this
is true also lvhen the internal porosity of
particles is considered.

Two kinds of porosity for particles has
to be distinguished: The accessible and the
inaccessible pores. The accessible ones are
connected with the surface and some of
them are really only pits in the sur{ace
whibh might be considered as pores (when

deep) or as a part of the outer surface shape
(uüen shallorv). If the fractional space
occupied by these pores is 6 and by the
inaccessible ones A, then the apparent
density of the particle is do : ,?(1 - ó - A).
This value of d, has to be used instead of
á in the calculation of e from (2) and in
(4) and (5). Part of the binder which

entered the accessible pores in mixing will
remain there and change into coke, thus
increasing the density do; Lhe other part,
pushed out in baking by the evolved gases,
will coke outside and contribute to the
binder-coke layer e. Let the fraction of
the binder remaining in pores be a. The

amount of binder rvhich fills the accessible
pores being Nuoid., where a, toro,
and the amount of binder coke left in the
pores being D; : al{ur6qdn, the amount
covering the particles outside will be

D o : d - d , o - a N u r 6 4 d , n
: (d, _ do)

' t l  - o6nd'do/d,(I - ó'- A)(d - do)l
: (d - do)(I - aFú.

From (2), 3ed/rdo : Do/do, and proceeding

further one finds that in (9) the porosity

introduces a correction factor
S, : So(1 - ó - A)-'(1 - oPo). (15)

For y : 2, do : 1.3, ,t : 0.6, d" : 1.32,
d: : 2.05, d - do : 0.3, the correction
amounts t,o

1  [ .  5  ó  I
I  |  _ _  |

( l  -  6  -  ^ ) ' L '  3  
-  

I  -  ó  -  a l '

Since o varies betrveen 0 and 1 according
to the baking conditions, the correction

factor in the case of 10% accessible and
57o inaccessible porosity will vary from
1.38 to 1.12.

For the elastic modulus one gets a cor-
rection factor similar to (15) but with s
substituted for y. Since the average modulus
of the particle throughout it and also in
the neighborhood of the bridges is lower
due to porosity and depends on the density
of the particle, about, Eo c E.do" lsee
Part IIA, Fig. 2 and Fig. 7) a factor

[ 1  - 6 - A + a 6 r t d " / d ] '
: ( 1  - ó - a ) " ( 1  * o F ) "

taking care of the increase of the density
of the particle, must be added.

E r :  E o
' ( 1  - ó - A ) " - ' ( 1  - " F ' o ) ( l  ] - o P o ) "  ( 1 6 )

For n : 2. z : 1. and the other data the
same as above, the factor varies from 0.85
to 0.74.

Finally the correction factor for the
electric resistivity, assuming po cc F/do*
turns out to be

B o : B o ( l - 6 - A ) ' - *
.(1 - oFo)-+O + "r)-* 

(tZ)

For m : 3, (See Fig. 4 and Fig. 7), x : i,
and the other data the same as above, the
factor is about 1.18, the same for a : 0
and c : 1. It is very interesting that as
far as the constant B for the electric re-
sistivity is concerned r!--akes*¡1erg.lil,lle*
difference if the bindel..stays in the-p-o_res
' ' - . < ! $ e

or is pushed out.
When porous particles are used in the

filler with the same density of packing
(same number N of particles per unit
volume), a value of do lower by a factor
(1 - ó - A) is obtained. On the other
hand, in order to have the same condi-
tions in extrusion or molding, that is, the
same thickness of binder layer e', & con-
siderably higher, proportion of binder has
to be used, since the binder is taken by
rveight, and the weight of the porous

I

I
\
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7 Pa$.reles is lolver, and also because some
l_ lrinder goeis into the p-ores. This last effect
' leads 

to a factor l/Q - Fo) in the final
(d - dú; the first one to (1 - 6 - A)',
rvhere ü : z, A or -r. Carbons made from
porous particles under the same extrusion
conditions as from dense ones 'rvill conse-
quently have the same or slightly greater
strength (1 aF¡)/Q Fi, slightly
lorver modulus

[(1 - 6 - A)"(1 I aF¿)"(r - aPo)/(r - f ' ') l

and higher resistivity

l ( r -F i+ / ( l  -ó -a ) -
( 1  * o , F ) ^ ( 1  - a F o ) ! 1 .

For the special case selected above the
factors are respectively: 1.21 arrd 1 in
strength, 0.9 and 0.78 in elastic modulus
and 1.46 and 1.47 for the electric resistivity.

., One can see therefore that the electric

I resistivity is most affected by the presence

I of pores in the particles. For ,S-*and*4*!he--

increase in the binder content.

C. Ani.sotropy Due to Alignment of Particles

When particles have an elongated shape,
they will tend to be aligned 'lvith the long
axis parallel to the direction of extrusion.
Due to such an alignment, even for particles
made from a perfectly isotropic type
of material, an anisotropy in the final
material will be obtained.r In order to
estimate the maximum anisotropy due to
this effect one has to consider the model of
spherical particles discussed in Part II and
expand it uniformly in one direction in a
ratio r¡fro. Under such a distortion all
spheres change into ellipsoids with one
axis equal to r¿ and tn'o equal to ro. A
cube of the material is changed into a
parallepiped with square unit cross section,
but a length r6fr" (See Fig. 8). In result,

¡__ *_ _ __!
Frc. 8. Diagram explaining the relat ion be-

tween different quantities defined in the text for
a case of ellipsoidal particles with long axis
aligned parallel to one direction.

the number of particles in a unit cross sec-
tion perpendicular to the direction A[, and
parallel to the direction M¡ are given by
expressions

Mt : IVh^: (ft)7@,/do)oNrt;
M¡ : Nh' : (+h@/dú!I'{r".

3hg_*Xp.!9t"qf ."cq4gc_!tJ-elpartr_slereqains
jk"Sg'ue.itdepel4-e¡! of direc_tion, but the
shapes of the eross seetions of the bridses

-9@lCg_JLo_!g_ circleq. al o.n g _ t h_e di rec ti on of
distortion to ellipses in any perpeiidicülár
direction. llre dlsto"rtig4 of thg spheres does <,

.+gt* a-$cst . !b.e*-b-i.uder- yhigb*rp--diüt ribuied- ..'
,!*¡[sry.üv..sy_e_L,t¡sla_rtlgle-_¡95!"ry-e_.p9,laygr
of-"thickness e. If A is the average cross sec-
tion of the effective bridges in the parallel
direction, and B in a perpendicular direc-
tion, the elastic moduli in tlr-o directions are
then

E¡ : EMrnnAh¡/2Íra;
E' -- EX,I¡nnBh"f 2fr"

and the anisotronv

E ,  :  r u  ( n t A \  . r t
EL  r , \ n "B  /  

:  r , '
(r2)

For the mechanical strength a similar
anisotropy results:

L : u.+t !  : : ,1,,1) s 'u (r3)
S.  M ln "B ro \  nsB ,  -  

ta

i binderbinder does much more good when it is
lshed out iiran-wñ" il"sttts iñ-tñ; póü";

%gü**!l'*s-i¡aec$¡¡bfe'ffi.xdiü-i.
ciallv bad. since it does not nermit an

t 1  . + A
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For a disordered arrangement of particles

the numbers n, and rln árQ about equal

and the cross sections of the bridges ,4

and B are also equal (mostly the same

bridges contribute in both cases, but B

slightly larger than ,4 and na ) np), lhe

factors in parentheses therefore contribute
only slightly to the anisotropy. I-l tBl:9 b"

,".rratt ed that the anisotroPY iñi ñremarked that the 
TtryS$y._T_!1ry!$r-@tl bY anY m?c-rq-

ractures st'artrng carbon not ahvays
externally appliedperpendicular to

stress.
For the eleetrical resistance of ellipsoidal

bridges one has to use the formula developed
by Holm,' namely R : (B/ 

"t/la)' Í6/Vl),
where /(r) is a function decreasing from

L al r : 1 to about 0.85 at r : 2, to 0.5

al r : 7, and to 0.25 al" r : 20. The func-

tion / is always smaller than 1, that is, for

a l b a n d b ( o '

ptt : FI,t/M,noht t/nA;

p, : Ff u/Mxn'h' t/trB (i4)

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

Jr¿ppca$ilg!-gJlsgr-tt-eut of particles should
affect the conductivities more tban- lhp ¡ne-
;im*r f;¡ó'iiés. no*"""', l,,l¡"'> t,
and furthéiiñóie-the effective numbers of

contacts n¡ atd lln a"re different averages in

the trvo cases of E and p. The ratios found in
(12)-(11) are limiting maximum values: 1)

and

will decrease the anisotropy further below

the limiting values given by the formulas;

3) \rery often mixes are used in which only

particles of certain sizes or a certain propor-

tion of particles have well-defined shapes.

Since the particle shape obtained in
-

srinding is usually the result ol an lnternal

Frc. 9. Diagram representing the distribution
of particles in a mix containing a small percentage
of large size particles.

to be added to the pq19l¡1.C9-*4sgJldepl..effp,S*--
considered in this seet!g"n.'

D. Mirture of Two Particle Sizes

When particles of two sizes (both density
d,) are put into the mix the final structure
of the material 'rvill be composed of the
large particles surrounded by the small
ones distributed with the density di (Fig. 9).
If the numbers of particles per unit volume
of both kinds are try'¡ and .ly',, and their
radii .R and r, and furthermore if the
weight ratio of both fillers is r, then
%

*  :  N . . R I / N ¡ 3 ,

do -- trlt(tvofi' + N,.r')

and consequently ('we shall limit the con-
siderations to the range x S I )

¿[: grrgd,N,/(r - *?rRWo)

l n a

the

r: (;)'(#")"u'G)'

K

1+-
I
l

: d,,/(t + "l (r 
- f) ""

This means dá is alrvays sligh-t-b¿jmaller
íh; ,¿; . ir Tñ6iñe;;ü i. di't'ib"t"d
s" tñi a hyer of thickness e, is on the
small particles and e¿ on the large ones,
then the binder-coke density in the regions
of the groups of small particles is

d' - d[ : 4trr'N,rd,¡1t - $tBsNn)

s¡ructure
an

in the limit of the
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On the other hand

d, - do : 4trá!(N;rze, *.I:p',:;L 
t d¡r/R)

FORMUI,ATION OF TIIE MIX

l r t

o t o o

K
Fre. 10. Schematic presentation of the depeno-

ence of the elastic modulus and strength as a
function of the relative amount of r of large size
to small size particles in the mix.

@-fractr:res' r¡¿ili -.
so throush thq b!,adg5.. 

"tlp!.js;it*yl1l-lsqt9,---*-*.9**"- 
s?"d'e-

(exactly so for tr : 1). Therefore, (9) is
expected to hold with r being the radius
of the smaller particles. Why there will
be no increase in strength due to the presence
of the larger particles can be understood
from Fig. 10; although the stabilization
factor /"(r) is also present in this case,
the change of S with size creates the ap-
parent independence of strength from r
in therangeO (  r  (  1 .

IV. APPI,ICATIONS

L. Analysis of the Composition and Homo-
geneity

The formulas developed in the preceding
sections have a number of important
f eatures. Most-sf-.lhs-pbIpiggl
pf carbon mate$als -dglq+d--lg-.A-gn&-

n9

rvheretr : cn/e,. ConsequentlY,

d,  _ d,o:  @ _ at  f  (+ ^ ; )
(1e)

In Fig. 9, inside the larger particles smaller
ones have been sketched in. If these smaller
ones were substituted for the large ones
physical properties of this material with
uniform particle size would be given by
the equations (6), (9), and (10) with sub-
stituted values of dá and (d,' - di) from
(18) and (19). In the case of the elastic
modulus, the gubstitUtio-n¡rf the lqg-e-gres
back into the mix-¡glllhgYe a stabilizine.

: : :
influenee, that is, incrqase lhg n-rodu-l.US. . :
hrr t .  nnlw ¡s InnE a,s f  here are.not  tno-mqnv

I-arge particles (* < l). In other words,
the expression (6) has to be multiplied by
a function /r(r) such that' fa (0) : I and

/"(*) : 1, and f'(*) ) I for 0 ( x (
oo . The same situation exists in regard to the
electricresistivity--lg¡g¡¿-laüCle*rephsinC,--

6i-"qr"trtly again, B in (10) has to be
multiplied by a function l(*) for which l"(0)
: t andfl(-) : 1 and f(1) isa minimum.
Since the factor | - (x/l * x)'do/d, varies
very slowly with do , for a mix with two par-

ticle sizes (0) and (11) still hold, with the dif-
ference that the coefficients Zo and I/8" will
be somewhat larger than for the case of a
single size. The increase in /¿(r) between
0 and 1 rvith the slight decrease of the
denominator in (19) will be partly com-
pensated by a corresponding increase in
the denominator from the expression (18).
A similar consideration applies to the
resistivity case; a study of the dependence
of l/B' on r with a parallel study of the
function /,(r) for the resistivity of powders
might be of interest here.

wav on the filler densitv and binder-coke
density, the details of the manufacturing

('-* f)
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processes leading to the given values of do
and d - do being immaterial. f¡e-¡¡*t
_dq_Jil_dgp_end on the initial compression
of the-mix-anil'é-üUgequbni süríñIiáse _in

conditions determinins the coke vield of
the binder. the Sbfi+h"Ag-e-.al¡d _p"qp¡ibly .the
!ushigC_,.qU!_ p.f . the binder. _No matter
what the details of the manufacturing
processes are, the knorvledge of the physical
characteristics determined for one carbon
piece permits a predictión of the physical
properties of any other carbon piece made
under a variety of conditions but using
the same filler and binder materials and
heat treating to the same final temperature.
Thus the formulas give a basis for the
evaluation of the filler cokes and binders
without the trouble of going into the
often impossible task of making carbon
pieces with identical d¡ and (d - d¡)'s.

Furthermore, the analysis of the problem
of porosity not only shows that different
parts or regions in the carbon contribute
in various degrees to a given physical
property, but indicates which are the
regions of importance and rvhat changes
should be made to achieve an improvement
in one without adversely affecting the
other properties of the material. Finally
the relationships established make possible
an analysis of a carbon as to the composi-
tion of its original mix and as to its homo-
geneity.

When the filler and the binder coke are
graphitized the 'whole piece of carbon be-
comes polycrystalline graphite. If in addi-
tion both the filler and binder coke are
made from the same original material
(pitch), the task of differentiating betrveen
the filler and the binder coke seems a
very difficult one. Actually, however, no
matter how similar both materials are, the
geometrical relations as expressed in the
porosity formulas provide a relatively
simple method for determination of the
binder-coke content. All that is necessary

in most cases is to determine the value
of a definite physical parameter Q and lhe

jgke_ft-,!q_ llq -_lptppc¡Alure of the original
hes!,j9e!_ry¡94!, following r,vhich a re-
determination of its density and of the

- ' - - -  
- - ' - l

CIV*Sgl .p_arameter will yield a seqond
po-int on the diagram Q vs d,;.a straight line
drawn through the trvo points rvill cut the
d-axisat_!he-d,o*value-Tbg.!9-11perg,_t_r¡p*of
t-he original heat treatment 7o can be
gaqily found by heat treaLing- the piece !o

-gu4qgcUtiVely higher teuperatures.- and
ch*e-ck-ing its physical characteristics-its

-pbyqjeal . properties will start to change
gnly rvhe.n one exceeds, in the heat treat--

*1nent, the original temperatu.re ?q. Some
precautions have to be observed horvever.
When there is reason to suspect that the
carbon contains some filler which at some
previous time was heat treated to a higher
temperature (for instance, the presence of
graphite flakes) the piece should be heat
treated as high as possible to insure a
uniformity of graphitization. -One can

:bj-ed jcre-. -!hat-- !he. ssleele4 ñi;.esnail
!Lie.b! y-!eld. 9of9 of a different kind froñ
!!r-e binder used originally in the mix and
,thus invalidate the use of our formulas.

-This is in general a valid objection;holever,
jhere is no such danger in the case of the

slgg.ggl tpsistlflv..af. matprials- baked' 1r-- ,/
lg¡gp5r-q4tures in the range 1000-2000oC, 'l

lgrgg_ qll carbons,.hard and soft ongg, have" I
gpp1gx1¡qately the. same p- in this range

@!_igq"d by the author by application of !
lgr¡nula. (10) to a variety of carbon ma-
tirialü,)

One can avoid all the difficulties of the

:glg-qtjq{t oJ the proper impregnant and
subsequent heat treatment, by oxidizing
the carbon piece in a slorv stream of,nitrogen
containing traces of air. Sir-r-ce !\q pgrli4$
of the filler are covered rvith the binder, it
is the binder coke rvhieh is oxidiáéd first-
thus for not-too-strong oxidation levels a
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change of 4_ -- do is.obtrained--withouü.. do
bei ng aff ec ted. A,glllqlf qrdat_io n .through-
outlhg_ .ybole piece is gqsenliq,t fqr ths
application of tlib formulas to this case.
- i + - - r .

Iñ-the following, two examples of such
an analysis are presented in Fig. 11 and 12.
Two batches of 6" Iong rods were in-
vestigated: One batch of f-inch diameter
graphitized rods and another one of |-inch
diameter baked carbon rods obtained
from the National Carbon Company.
Both the electrical resistivity and the
Young's modulus were determined at
room temperature for each of the rods,

-!L"_-y_s"r€--mpd,ulus_belne_q}lained*_by*_
measurements of deflection in bending
--
(the apparatus used rvill be described else-
where). The measurements rvere performed

by Mr. K. Hong. The ohserved sc¡.11cr i'1'

densities _of t]re --original rods from the
sa¡ne batch is given in both figures by the
lensth of a horizontal bar. The lower€.-..
densities were obtained by prolonged

hg411gj! - the not - c ogrpl g!g!¡1 3ir;!lsh!. "f-ut-
nace at temp_eralures below_ the he¿t-tr-ea1:.,,

_¡qent te-mper4tu1e. The higher densities
'rvere obtained by impregnation with the
Resin C coal tar pitch binder and subsequent
heat treatment. As can be seen from the
figures very good straight lines are obtained:

Tbe.qglgq-pqngbg dq's fql tfg -tyo h$ql'.ep
turn out to !e 1.22 for the graphitizgd-

ones and 1.27 for the baked ones. Taking

the average d observed for the original
rods, d - do is found: 0.32 and 0.31. As-

suming a 65% coke yield for the binder,
the original binder proportion in the mix

is found to have been 40.5 and 38 parts per

100 parts of filler. As will be shorvn in Part
B the binder proportions found are con-
sistent with the conditions obtainable in

the compression of the green mix.
]!_Ej$g_tgsj|+g.t-o note tha!. the points

-cor¡espondi4g to the original rods follow

ryugh]y_ the straight liues obtained. Thiq
means that in the manufacture the main

*"*" i" thó écatt'ór of densities is primarily

- g z

o

DENstrY (er cu3l

Frc. 11. Dependence of the elast ic modulus
and of the square of the electric conductivity on
the density for a batch of !-inch-diameter graphi-
tized carbon rods, as obtained by direct measure-
ments. The bar indicates the distribution of den-
sities in the original batch, smaller values of d
rvere obtained b¡' oxidation, and larger ones by
impregnation.
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Frc. 12. Dependence of the elastic modulus
and of the square of the electric conductivity on
the density for a batch of l-inch-diameter NCC
baked rods. The bar indicates the distribution of
density in the otiginal batch, smaller values of d
were obtained by oxidation, and larger ones by
single and double impregnation.
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0l( rl
K + l

Frc. 13. Diagram illustrating the effect of dif-
ferent compressions on the final value of the
physical parameter Q. In a limited range an appar-
ent linear density dependence is obtained r.hich
extrapolates to an incorrect filler densitv dn :
dk/(k + 1).

a difference in binder-coke content. Probablv
in extrusioñ tñe rodlcarryll6 iame binder
proportion and as a result have the same do
(poor mixing \yould lead to a variation in
d0 ) -¡orseye¡--iL b akins lh-e._bi+d"e:- g o.k
yield _ v_aries {rq¡g_ gne *rgglo:*lg "-g"glklin the baking furnace egd -t-gLds Lq-"giür-
tions in the fin4l d."sjff.gfube-predgpj,

j!" _.9:p:,egsier-. qt[",.-thp .qree]L.¡si:r b*rag
greater in the neighborhood of the surfaee-i-a;-' - *-.-. -- ---F. - ':-"

rye_.e*gq. lt rs easy to estimate the
variation in the values of physical properties
due to the inhomogeneity of compression.
From equation (2) d : do(l + nW/I00),
therefore any expression Q : Qúft@ - d0)
can be transformed into

e: eoqwd,^*'7too1t * nW/100)k+L (20)

The variation of Q rvith d for a constant
IZ is shown in Fig. 13 in the form of a
thick curve. For a sample with an average

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

density d a nonuniformity in compression
rvill lead in a limited range to an apparently
Iinear dependence of Q on d rvith an extra-
polated apparent do of d.h/(k * 1). The
presence of a nonuniformity irl compresiiñ
óan be the.efoie eñily discove.ted lf ñ;

f;-;:==,:i:=_-T:;--^ -- ; - -' ;- ;','r-.-investigaüed; for instance, .E and | / p'-

o's u'ith Z vieldinE an unreasonablv low
value. Actually such poor distribution of
-lomprgssióñ can occur o1]¡r.!o_1 very dry
mixes (that is, only in moldin[).* jtré!
mlres $'ill ten4 to plog.l*e,-*g{e__üqif.qr¡T _
density throughout the piegr; rvith slishlhly_
higher {q* on -!h9_-.p9fpbjry. _F-s}L_bjsdel
ñl]!_hg-sgg9_e_r_qü-oJLU-tp_""{_e"ci^o.gLs[*lp-ruer
g!. Observed large M:¡----=--i-
can therefore be due only to pushing out

center

[¡yiation in do. fn general,
a n d d - d n

rvill lead to a broadening of the experimental
I vs d line into a band. Horvever, if it
should happen that the binder-coke content
is high in the regions of high do and vice
versa, good straight lines extrapolating to
densities lorver than the actual d¡ might
be obtained. The presence of such a varia-
tion in ds can be recognized by oxidation
or.'impregnation of the batch of samples.

B. Limitations of the Standard Method o.f
Xlanufacture

When a green mix is being compressed in
a molding or extrusion operation, an in-
creasingly tight packing of the mix is pro-
duced up to a limit which is reached lvhen
all the spaces betrveen the particles of the
filler and all accessible pores are filled rvith
the binder. WhenlLhis lügi! is re¿qhqd.Jo

lfúhgt _:.lgfff f_"_ilr * p ressure rvill inc rease
lbj¡üüi"s of-tñ; mlffi

. Thus
an upper
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of the filler in the green mix under com-

pression. This limit can be easily calculated'

The ,roltme available to the binder per

unit vol¡me is V¡ : 11 - 1/uo(1 - D)l

but -l/e,o(l - ó - üA : do and If /L00 :

d'uVufclo, therefore

- / f  rvd  -L ' -u  l (21)[di"""lr" : d f l-tooa"' I - ó - al

The subscript 9c means green-compressed'

giiñ1."..ure, the limit , 
(zl )

r.u6--------to 20

When the pressure is released the green

v

Frc. 14. Dependence of the maximum filler

density do on the binder proportion used: (1) in

, the green mix under compression, (2) after com-

pleiá release of elastic stresses, (3) after the- mix
' 

isbaked. Curves calculated assumingd : 2'05 and
)  _ 1 2 . )
u  D  -  L , u 2 .

mix expands. The expansion depends on the

temperature of the mix at the time thetemperature oI tne .-tI ?:. 1'*___:ii:^^i:: the packing increases proportionally
pr"...tr" is released-a long 'well-cooled 

ohnrf the O.l norver of the pressure,pressure ls l.eru¿r'suu-a 
,ruuó ::: :"":; about the 0.1 porver of the pressure'

straight-away section in the extruder will ,,oo nf -,prw *,ell-srarle. oarticle sizrstrarght-awey sect'ro' ''r !'u " -"1:l-"' li': use of very rvell-graded particle sizes
lead to a relatively small expansion, the ñ^^^doorrT in nr^pr fo ohta,in hishest dn'r
1il3,tJ"":J:'J:'J11 ;ilf':"f;#*""i"0u"' lf,':y;T.f.:il":'to 

obtain hishest do's
elasllc expauDrul "' ::'" ":.;.-:*"* 

":,, , this relaxed state.
being prevented by the stiffening of the 

T- nr^pr fo finriii:?'HillT,i-Gcffiüüüü^,';,":oi;l:,T*#;T*i:Tf *1J:iff;of do for baked carbons' a second correction

to (21) is necessary' ffter the bindef sg]iü

d"

One can

to
the

is
i i n

FFI*lql"{l|'g 
qlle-'-\slf,*}o"t# 

&s a strons-_,r'.,"-;Ñ ryatl--tlié.elastie-.sltrurya.tr-*tstearcq i,i: ;ffifi;--b¿R¡i , 1!rs.*s[*nxagc_-rx

[o, this- fi,nal sta.te' T..lgn --l'"rI:. Pressu-re--ts 
-1ffi;ñu. ffii]iCtnü1al

!9l11S:¿' j:-9ual*tl-.!!C:rce:ule- don is prorrabty of a similar but reverse

total ion from the
ffi EGF--T"' iñcr." "f 

larger !ll{".'^f-ryp.9.:this final state, ressure rs -a'  ,
-7:l:' tron and

_t9lÉ@¡ilg--gelc--usu.dsL -cpnplqqqd 
u¡v''| rD':""*:'"'

;@rnryw¡nawarE$üffi iiigli::,|*f :?':'.TJ;:"T;,'?',i'',?fl;
ffi, *ll*i"''}ff: il:'ili::;.':ilil:'Tl::
irT"tt U"¡ái usual experimental condi- 

H;;';.'; ioi.,to' of binder conterrt for
tions this volume expansion varies from given as a functit

3% lo 77o,s be\nglarger for ,,'or" d"nr"Iy 11". 
*otl-:ommonly-met experimental con-

packed powders. .Since the exBa'tsion is dition: The curve (1) for the green mix

very roughly p.opoitilnal to the tu"*-*ttder compression' Eq' (21)' (2) the do

#*#"ffi.o=r;a--riter elastic expansion, and (3), the final

---# curve for do of the baked material' In

;yJfi,:f',1;:'JJT:Hd";ffil"":lr::#:. 
carcurati:c.i1":" curves it rvas assumed:

Rer. b. 

)v uv/u 'vLv\^ 
A : 2'05 (calcined coke)'  dB : l '32' 6 :

effect
For a

are not -hi

misht some

napkia&.
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ro 20 30 40 50

W
Frc. 15. Curves showing the dependence of the

maximum strength I (three curves for different

-qgft&lg ¡i7^e.p) and of iÍie' minlmri¡' resistivity
p obtainable for different binder contents IÍ.
Crosses illustrate the change in resistivity and in
strength when mixes with decreasing IIl (increas-
ing filler density) are used, the observe4-increasq
iD,sireleth be',lg_qu9 !lT i9d'_!i"n of.finer par-
tloles to tne mrx.

A : 0, free expansion in baking and shrink-
changing, respectively, from 77o and
for W : 10 (rl - 0.6) to abottt 47o
5% for W : 40. The final curve (3)

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFEHENCES ON CARBON

Eliminating I4l from (2) and . (22) one
finds that any quantity Q : Qodi(d. - do)
can have the following maximum value Q-
for a given d¡ :

e^ : eo.loob .¿t(o - cdo)
n

The function 0- has a maximum at

(23)

(24)

age
3%
and
can be approximately expressed by

[ d o ' u " ] a : a / ( b W * c )o r  
l w ^ " ; 1 u : @ _ c d o ) / b d o

[ds-u"]'o" : ka/ (k * l)c

The corresponding 8- is a maximum value
rvhich can be obtained for the physical
quantity Q under the best experimental
conditions for a carbon made according
to the standard method of manufacture
and without subsequent impregnation. The
formula shows that the optimum values for
different physical properties are obtained
at very different binder proportions. Thq
reason for the existence of a maximum is._
the lact that wnen the_hller-denslty becqlugs.

be nut into the mix becomes insufficient to

@9!gb_ü.r{¡l'.tg thé biffiris. (this is
true even for IOO% binder-coke yield,
because du < d.)

Taking for ¿ and c the previous values,
on?--fiñtB fñaf the highest electrieal eon-
¡Uqtivlli,for abakeil cáibórrcan be obtained
fprio-::--1.á,th"-ehiglgs-trygclq$gq|.gllg_qgth
for do - 1.3, and the highgst etg,¡lic modulus

_for ds - 1.1. These do's correspond Ío p,
36 and 56 parts of binder, respectively,
according to Fig. 14. The result in the
case of the elastic modulus is unrealistic,
because the straight line relationship breaks
dorvn for such a high binder content and
even if it did not, it is experimentally
impossible to get a good bake anyrvay
(the binder rvill not stay lrüere it is sup-
posed to stay according to the assumptions).
The optimum for strensth is obtained with
'_->i t .

hieher binder contents than are needed-¡;¡. 
o¡ti-"- electric conductivity, as ex-

pected. The rnaximum at do : 1.3 does not
seem to agree with general experience, but
this is because rvhen denser fillers are used

/rr\

ivith 'the parameters for the special case
considered a : 1.92,b : 0.0128 and c : 1.

The curye (3) of Fig. 14 can be used for
cross-checking the results of the binder-
coke determination presented in Part A
(Fig. 11 and 12). For the estimated original
binder proportions (40.5 and 38), FiS.
14 gives maximum d¡'s of 1.26 and 1.29,
values which are slightly higher than the
ones obtained in Part A. Evidently either
the binder proportion lvas higher than the
estimated one (and the binder coke yield

lorver than 65%) or the compression of the
'mix 

was not complete, or the coke particles

used not completely free of porosity.



this is achieved by mixing in smaller

particles (for instance, carbon blacks) and

the size factor not taken into consideration

in (23) changes the relationship in favor of

higher do's (Fig. 15). According to (23) for

electric conductivity an absolute maximum

should be found for baked carbons at densi-

ties of around I.72 (f.ot graphitized ones at

somervhat higher densities - - 1.76). It

is significant that tvhenever very dense

carbons are made their conductivities are

found to be definitely lorver than expected

according to the empirical d3 relation; this

might be an indication that one is approach-

ing the optimum in these cases. It seems

that there is no good reason for trying to

make denser carbons just in one single

operation-impregnation of the product is

2Ií)

a more effective rvay of increasing the

density'rvith a corresponding increase in
physical parameters.

In this section, only the geometrical

Iimitations 'rvere considered. These limita-

tions and others such as imposed by poor

transfer of pressure in molding dry mixes,

necessary wetness for extrudability of mixes,

and difficulties in baking, leave little leeway

to the manufacturer for improvements of

the products (unless a different, method of

manufacture is used). IJse of nonporous

9o-ke particles, careful grading of sizes to

cut down the elastic expansion, availabilit'y

of denser binders with increased coke yield
(see Eq. 23) and use of not-too-lorv binder
proportions are the main factors to be con-

sidered in this connection.
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